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With its irresistible mix of storied heritage and cosmopolitan pizzazz, England attracts more than 3

million Americans each year. Fodor's England 2014 captures the most memorable sights and

experiences in dazzling color, from fabulous historic houses and age-mellowed towns to cozy

country pubs and London's cutting-edge galleries. Ã‚Â  Expanded Coverage: This edition includes

fresh city and country restaurant and hotel picks, along withÃ‚Â  popular sights such as Highclere

Castle, which stands in for Downton Abbey in the Masterpiece Classic series. London's hot hotel

and restaurant scenes get attention too, with best bets for different price categories and

experiences.Ã‚Â   Ã‚Â  Illustrated Features:Ã‚Â  Stunning magazine-style color features highlight

must-do experiences, from making the most of a visit to the Tower of London, Stonehenge, or York

Minster to planning a perfect garden tour, Lake District walk, or pub visit. Features clue readers in to

England's fresh culinary scene, presenting the best desserts, cheeses, seafood bounty, and Indian

food--plus a guide to afternoon tea.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â   Ã‚Â  Indispensable Trip Planning Tools: Creating a

great trip to England and Wales is easy using "Top Attractions" and "Great Itineraries."Ã‚Â 

Convenient overviews show each region and its highlights, and detail-rich chapter planning sections

have on-target advice and tips for planning your time and for getting around the country by car, bus,

and train. Color city and regional maps, and a map of travel times by train, help travelers get

around.  Ã‚Â  Discerning Recommendations: Fodor's England 2014 offers savvy advice and

recommendations from local writers to help travelers make the most of their time. Fodor's Choice

designates our best picks, from hotels to nightlife. "Word of Mouth" quotes from fellow travelers

provide valuable insights. Ã‚Â  Pullout Map: A handy take-along map of London provides added

value, giving travelers essential information about top attractions and nearby dining so they can

travel with confidence. ABOUT FODOR'S AUTHORS: Each Fodor's Travel Guide is researched and

written by local experts.
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Fodor's helps you unleash the possibility of travel by providing insights and tools you need to

experience the trips you want. While you're always at the helm, Fodor's offers the assurance of out

expertise, the guarantee of selectivity, and the choice details that truly define a destination. It's like

having a friend wherever you travel. Resources that you'll want to read and reference, our guide

books offer current and discerning shopping, dining, hotel and culture recommendations, as well as

compelling features and articles that convey the essence of a destination. And we are confident we

are giving you the best information because our guides are written by the people that live there. We

seek to hire local writers who know their destinations better than anyone else. Our worldwide team

of over 700 travel writers brings you the latest, most accurate coverage, and like trusted

companions, reveals local treasures and everything you need to know before you arrive.

I love the Fodor's guide, I used this one for a May trip to England and a previous guide for an Italy

trip two years ago.I like them because they read more like a book. I can read them almost like a

novel before taking the trip. They provide a lot of helpful historical background and information, as

well as the basic logistics. The guide is heavy on information on attractions and a little lighter on

places to stay, which is fine because there are too many websites out there anyway that have

lodging options.I also really enjoy the "sidebar" pages on cultural things of interest and history (for

example the cheese section in this book).

Fodor's is THE book to tour Britain. Details down to the best fish and chips shops, but the

illustrations take you to Britain, even if you don't visit. Not only are the road directions clear, but so

are the recommendation on pubs and gardens. The best.

Very difficult to use on the Kindle.I have deleted it. JDY

full of useful writeups and tantalizing pictures of places you want to go in England. It's a good



starting place to decide places you might want to include in a visit to the UK. From there though, you

have to go online to actually get critical information about trains and buses and hotels.

Outstanding information in every category that I was looking for such as attractions, places to eat

and places to stay. There are sample tours and ratings about what they recommend in each

category. For a person going to England for the first time, I thought it gave me everything I wanted.

Missing Epworth and other key Methodists sights. Otherwise an excellent resource. The map of

London was most helpful! It is a great place to start when planning your trip.

Less in detail,no index, hard to search cityNot worth to buy.

Another great Fodor's guide--well researched, carefully organized and clearly written. A very helpful

resource!
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